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The perceptual speech quality of conversational speech, such as in mobile phone
calls, degrades with mouth-to-ear delay and packet loss. Some calls need their
speech packets to be altered, for example because of transcoding. If these calls
run concurrently and share the same computational resources, it's important
that the resource division works so that the mouth-to-end delay and packet loss
is minimized. Such division of the resources is commonly called scheduling.

In this work multiple scheduling algorithms are reviewed and tested using a pro-
totype network. The di�erent schedulers are analyzed by looking at the jitter
and packet loss they achieve. Also multicore scheduling is taken into account in
this work.

The results show that for simple tra�c models used in this work, simple algo-
rithms are very e�cient. Furthermore, the results align well with the theoretical
analysis of the schedulers. An important �nding is also that scheduler character-
istics do not change with the amount of processor cores used.
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Havaitun puheen laatu heikkenee kokonaisviiveen ja pakettihäviöiden lisään-
tyessä, mikäli kyseessä on keskusteluun käytettävä yhteys, kuten matkapuhelin-
verkossa yleensä. Osa puheluista vaatii, että näiden puhepaketteja muutetaan
lennossa verkossa, esim. transkoodauksen takia. Mikäli nämä puhelut ovat käyn-
nissä yhtä aikaa ja ne jakavat samoja laskentaresursseja, täytyy nämä resurssit
jakaa siten että kokonaisviive ja pakettihäviöt pysyvät minimissä. Tätä resurssien
jakoa kutsutaan usein tehtäväajastamiseksi.

Tässä työssä käydään läpi ja testataan useaa eri tehtäväajastusalgoritmia. Testit
suoritetaan käyttäen prototyyppiverkkoa. Eri tehtäväajastimia analysoidaan kat-
somalla minkälaisia viive-eroja ja pakettihäviöitä syntyy käyttämällä niitä. Myös
moniytimisen järjestelmän tehtäväajastusta testataan.

Tulokset osoittavat, että koska testeissä käytetään verrattain yksinkertaisia liiken-
nemalleja, yksinkertaiset tehtäväajastusalgoritmit suoriutuvat tehtävästään hyvin
tehokkaasti. Lisäksi, tulokset osoittavat teoreettisen analyysin paikkansapitävyy-
den. Myös tulosten johdonmukaisuus moniytimisessä järjestelmässä on merkittävä
löytö.

Asiasanat: ajastus, reaaliaikaisuus, puheenkoodaus, moniytimiset jär-
jestelmät

Kieli: Englanti
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Perceptuella talkvaliteten försämras med fördröjning och förlust av paket i kon-
versationella nätverk. En del samtal kräver att talpaketen ändras i realtid i nätver-
ket, t.ex. på grund av transcodning. Ifall dessa samtal delar samtidigt på samma
databehandlingsresurser måste fördelningen av resursserna fungera så att för-
dröjningen och paketförlusten är minimal. Den här typen av resursfördelning
kallas ofta tidsplanering.

I detta arbete granskas och testas �ere process tidsplanerare. För testande an-
vänds ett prototyp nätverk. De olika process tidsplanerarna analyseras genom att
titta på hurdan jitter och hurdana paketförluster de uppnår. Även tidsplanering
för �erkärniga system tas i beaktande.

Resultaten visar att för de enkla tra�kmodellerna som andänds i detta arbete,
är enkla algoritmer är mycket e�ektiva. Vidare visar resultaten att de ansluter
väl med teoretiska analysen av algoritmerna. Ett märkvärdigt resultat är också
att tidsplanerarnas egenskaper inte varierar med antalet processorkärnor som
används.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Building up a packet switched communication network has many challenges
of which one is the division of the network resources adequately among di�er-
ent network functions. In this thesis the scope is to look at a network element
o�ering speech transcoding. Since di�erent parties communicating with each
other using the network might not use the same speech coding algorithms,
a speech transcoder is required to enable communication. In this thesis the
focus is on inspecting the division of the computational resources that the
speech transcoding requires. Simple division of computational resources may
not be suitable since speech packets have time restrictions to meet.

Furthermore, in a circuit switched network all resources demanded from
the network are reserved at the beginning of a communication request, but
this is not the case in the packet switched network. The utilization of the
resources in packet switched networks may change rapidly. Network elements
have to be prepared for this by behaving predictably in the case of high load,
or even overload.

The scope of this thesis is to �nd out how the behavior of a speech
transcoder network element varies depending on which task scheduler is cho-
sen. Here, every request for a transcoding is treated as an individual task
competing for the resources the network element o�ers. This network ele-
ment runs some operating system software which provides multitasking, i.e.
seemingly concurrent processing of di�erent tasks, by using a task scheduler.

This work is arranged as follows; First background technology and ter-
minology is covered. In Chapter 3 scheduler characterizations are presented
and discussed. Chapter 4 presents and discusses task models in a similar
fashion. In Chapter 5 various scheduling algorithms are described. Chapter
6 presents a measurement system, benchmarks schedulers and shows results.
Chapter 7 concludes the work.
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Chapter 2

Background

In packet switched communication networks various resources have to be
shared between di�erent functions and users. Resources include at least radio
access, link capacity and computational resources of the network nodes. In
this work the resources of interest are the network nodes doing computational
work, and more speci�cally the network nodes doing speech transcoding.

In this chapter speech codecs and some aspects in�uencing perceived
speech quality are presented. Furthermore, technical implementations of net-
work nodes doing speech transcoding are discussed. The focus of this thesis is
to look at how some main factors a�ecting speech quality change depending
on which task scheduler is chosen to be used on the network nodes.

2.1 Speech Codecs

In digital communication networks that o�er audio services which are mainly
used for speech, such as mobile phone networks, the audio signal is always
compressed in order to save bandwidth. Furthermore, speech codecs are gen-
erally di�erent from audio codecs: speech coders typically take advantage
of voice production modeling hence achieving e�ective compression rates
whereas audio compression is mainly based on modeling of human sound
perception. In [26] speech coding algorithms are divided into two categories:

• Waveform approximating codecs. When using this type of codecs
the reconstructed signal converges towards the original signal with de-
creasing quantization error.

• Parametric codecs. When using this type of codecs the reconstructed
signal does not converge towards the original signal with decreasing
quantization error.

9



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 10

See Figure 2.1 for typical bit rate and speech quality depending on which
category a codec belongs to. It is worth noting that speech codecs used to
be divided into three categories; waveform codecs, source codecs and
hybrid codecs [25]. Waveform codecs included codecs such as PCM and
source codecs included (typically low bit rate) codecs that synthesized speech
at the receiver. Since waveform codecs required a high bit rate to work
properly and source codecs didn't scale with higher bit rates, hybrid codecs
emerged that combined the best parts of both. Today all speech codecs tend
to use some form of speech modelling and therefore the old de�nition of
waveform codecs is no longer applicable. [28]

Parametric codecs can generally be divided into Linear Prediction (LP)
based vocoders (voice coders) and harmonic coders. In LP based vocoders
the vocal tract is modelled by an LP �lter. The �lter is excited with periodic
pulses (modelling the glottal air �ow) and Gaussian noise, respectively. In
harmonic coders the speech signal is modelled as a sum of sinusoidal compo-
nents. [28]

Waveform approximating codecs try to minimize the di�erence between
the shape of the original signal and the reproduced signal. Examples of wave-
form approximating codecs include Code Excited Linear Prediction (CELP)
[37] codecs. CELP codecs make use of the vocal tract model, but also opti-
mizes the choice of the excitation signal in order to minimize the di�erence
between the original and the reproduced signal. This is done by having a
�xed amount of prede�ned excitation signal vectors placed into a look-up
table. In theory a CELP encoder should loop through all possible excitation
signals and choose the one which would produce a signal closest to the orig-
inal. In practice, this is not done since it would require too much processing
power. Also, it is preferable to use perceptual weighting of the error instead
of just taking the root minimum square (RMS) error or similar.

Before a complete speech frame can be processed and sent, the whole
speech frame has to be recorded. Furthermore, codecs may use audio data
that comes after the actual speech frame for encoding. This piece of audio is
commonly referred to as a look-ahead frame. In practice, the recorded speech
frame is bu�ered and then processed. This, including the possible look-ahead,
is the algorithm delay of a speech codec. For example, if a speech codec's
frame time length is 20 ms and the look-ahead is 5 ms, the algorithm delay
of the speech codec is 25 ms.
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Speech quality

Bit rate (kbps)
1 2 4 8 16 32 64

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent Waveform approximating codecs

Parametric codecs

Figure 2.1: The tradeo� between bit rate and speech quality for di�erent
speech codec types. Adapted from [28].

2.2 Speech Quality

Lossy speech codecs reduce the speech quality of the transmitted audio signal.
To quantify the reduction of the perceived speech quality, ITU-T recommen-
dation P.800 [23] speci�es a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) ranging from 1 to 5,
where 5 indicates excellent and 1 bad quality. The natural way to de�ne the
MOS of a speech codec, or even the perceived speech quality over the whole
communication system, is to use listening tests.

Because listening tests require a considerable amount of e�ort, ITU-T has
speci�ed a standard for automatic evaluation of speech quality, called PESQ
(Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality) [18]. The PESQ scale ranges
from 1 to 4.5, unlike MOS which ranges from 1 to 5. This is because people
rarely give 5 in a listening test even though there would be no noticeable
degradation in the audio. The PESQ values are meant to be comparable to
MOS values.

The speech coding is not the only factor a�ecting the perceived speech
quality in a conversation. Other factors are:

• Frame loss

• End-to-end one-way ("Mouth-to-ear") delay

• Transcoding of the speech

Transcoding refers to the operation where one speech codec is switched
to another [2]. Transcoding is needed if both terminals do not support the
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same codecs. Note that typically the network does two transcodings in one
direction per call; �rst the data is decoded into PCM/G.7111 and then en-
coded with the second speech codec. This is also called tandem coding. The
speech quality achieved using tandem coding is worse than using a direct
transcoding from one codec to another, but such direct transcoding is gener-
ally not available for an arbitrary pair of speech codecs. However, also direct
transcoding degrades the speech quality.

The one-way delay is built up from several terms. The algorithm delay is
constant for a speci�ed speech codec. Especially in packet switched networks
the handling delay can be a considerable issue that a�ects speech quality [16].
Handling delays are caused by network elements forwarding or modifying,
such as transcoding, speech codec frames. As shown in this work, these
handling delays may vary much and be unpredictable.

Jitter refers to the variance in timing of speech frame reception. A zero
jitter would mean that speech frames are received exactly at frame time
intervals. A jitter bu�er is needed because even though the algorithm delay
is constant, the various handling delays in the network often are not. The
size of the jitter bu�er is a trade-o� between frame loss and mouth-to-ear
delay. A longer jitter bu�er gives less frame loss while a shorter one gives
less one-way delay.

ITU-T Recommendation G.114 [19] de�nes one-way delay limits that
should not be exceeded depending on the application. In short, it de�nes
that in highly interactive tasks, such as some speech applications, the quality
of service may be degraded by one-way delays of 100 ms. However, regardless
of the application, recommendation G.114 states that one-way delays should
not exceed 400 ms. Furthermore, the recommendation also states that pres-
ence of any echo makes it even more critical to achieve a low one-way delay.

2.3 Computational Task

In this work, a computational task, hereafter simply referred to as a task, is
de�ned as a realization of a software program. There can be several concur-
rent realizations of the same software program, and some or all of them can
execute di�erent parts of the program. For this work, the most important
tasks are the transcoding tasks.

Tasks can in general be in di�erent states [33]. This is also true for
transcoding tasks, where a task can be runnable if there are one or several

1PCM stands for Pulse Code Modulation and G.711 is the ITU-T recommendation [20]
for PCM.
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speech frames waiting to be transcoded. On the other hand, if the task is
not demanding processing time, it's not runnable.

Commonly in the real-time literature, recurring tasks, such as transcod-
ing of speech codecs, are divided into jobs or subtasks. Depending on the
scheduling algorithm, a task might not be eligible for execution immediately
when it becomes runnable, but rather the scheduling algorithm may put
further constraints. In that case, once the task is both runnable and the
scheduling algorithm decides that the timing is such that the task can be
considered to be given the processing unit, the job or subtask is said to be
released.

2.4 Division of Hardware Resources

In digital communication networks, simple network elements can do with
a minimal Operating System (OS) or even without one at all. However,
network elements with complex functionality typically require an OS. The
role of the OS is to provide services and divide hardware resources amongst
the di�erent tasks that the network element is running.

In this thesis, the most emphasized hardware resource is the Central Pro-
cessing Unit (CPU). The CPU can consist of one or several execution units,
hereafter referred to as CPU cores. Each CPU core executes at any time
instant exactly one task, let it be an actual task or the idle task. To decide
which task runs at what time and on which CPU core, the OS implements a
task scheduler.

Even though the OS implements a task scheduler, the scheduling can also
be done just informing the OS about one or several big tasks and then do the
scheduling within the task(s) instead of letting the OS do it. This is com-
monly referred to as user-space scheduling. In this thesis, the OS scheduling
is considered. However, the results of this work might be applicable also in
the case of user-space scheduling.

2.5 Task Scheduling

Task scheduling is the operation to choose which task to run at what time.
Furthermore, on a multicore system, which CPU core to run the task on
has to be decided as well. The essential thing in doing analysis about task
scheduling is to model the task set to be scheduled. In a communication
network the utility of the speech frame drops with time since a big one-way
delay degrades the speech quality. Hence, speech coding in communication
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networks falls under the category of real-time systems and therefore real-time
systems are considered in this work.

Attributes of a task scheduler include:

• Throughput. What is the overall system throughput with the selected
task scheduler?

• Latency. What response times do real-time tasks get?

• Deadlines. Related to latency, do the possible deadlines of tasks get
met?

• Fairness. Do di�erent tasks get assigned fair shares of CPU execution
time?

At the core of the task scheduling an OS implements is the scheduling

algorithm. Essentially, the scheduling algorithm is the rule set how to choose
which task to run next. It's noteworthy that executing the rule set consumes
the same CPU capacity as running the tasks themselves and thus there is
pressure to keep the rules fast to execute.

Literature considering scheduling algorithms for real-time systems used
to focus on unicore scheduling. However, recently multicore systems have
become commonplace and hence also the research e�ort has been put into
investigating multicore challenges and solutions [11, 40, 41]. This is also the
focus of this work, added the context of speech coding.

Like mentioned before, running the scheduling algorithm consumes CPU
time. That is, however, not the only overhead related to scheduling. Other
overheads are:

• Context switching. Changing the currently running task, commonly
referred to as a context switch, does require some operations. Exactly
which operations depend on the hardware and the OS, but they can
include: saving and loading register states, and book-keeping how much
CPU time a task has consumed.

• Cache locality of task memory, a.k.a. cache hotness. Related to
the point above, context switching can a�ect cache hotness. Typically
cache memories are updated on-demand, which ultimately leads to the
fact that in general the currently running task has proportionally more
of its memory space close to the actual execution unit compared to
other tasks that are waiting for CPU time.

Furthermore, in multicore systems, tasks might also have to be migrated
from one core to another, which again increases the scheduling overhead.



Chapter 3

Scheduler Characterization

To distinguish schedulers from each other on a high-level, there are several
fundamental characteristics that can be considered. If a scheduler never runs
the idle task when there are other tasks ready to run, it's said to be work

conserving [4, 24]. A common reason to use a non-work conserving scheduler
is to ensure fairness of task execution times [7], i.e. not to schedule a task
that has executed already all of its share even though it would currently be
runnable. To maximize throughput, a work conserving scheduler might be
desirable.

A scheduler can make scheduling decisions online or o�ine. An o�ine
scheduler makes up a prede�ned schedule for tasks. The schedule can be
periodic in order to not create a too long schedule. However, the obvious
possible inconvenience with an o�ine scheduler is that not only the task
schedules have to be prede�ned, but also the task set.

Schedulers can be either preemptive or non-preemptive. Non-preemptive
schedulers let tasks run until they deliberately relinquish the resource. A
preemptive scheduler can change the currently executing task upon an inter-
ruption (such as a hardware timer interrupt) or a system call. A common way
to implement preemptive scheduling is to have a constant hardware timer in-
terrupt running. A running task can then be preempted at any interruption.
E.g. consider a hardware timer going o� every 1ms and a task scheduled to
run for the next 4ms. The scheduler can then preempt the task on the �fth
interruption (the �rst interruption being the one where the task is given the
resource) which hopefully is relatively close to 4ms of running time to the
task (some portion of the 4ms goes to the interruption handling).

Online schedulers can either make their scheduling decisions upon a task
becoming runnable (e.g. a speech frame is received) or make new decisions
between each context switch. Evaluating in which spot the task should next
run only when the task becomes runnable can save a lot of computation.

15
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An e�cient way to implement this pseudo-premade schedule is to use a run

queue. Each task becoming runnable is inserted into the run queue and
thus getting a dynamic schedule spot. Dynamic in the sense that before
the task eventually becomes scheduled, a task that became later runnable
might be inserted before the previous task. The run queue may or may not
implement a strict timeline. A strict timeline means that task executions
times are well-de�ned. Making a strict timeline can be non-feasible e.g. for
work conserving issues (if a task relinquishes the resource early, the idle task
has to be scheduled for the rest of the time slot allocated for the task).

3.1 Scheduling Algorithm Characterization

Scheduling algorithms can be characterized in many ways. One top-level
division is to divide them into the following 41 di�erent categories [13]:

• Fixed Priority Scheduling

• Dynamic Priority Scheduling

• Time-slice based Scheduling

• Dynamic and Time-slice based Scheduling

Fixed Priority Scheduling (FPS) is the simplest of the algorithm types.
In FPS every task is assigned a �xed priority. Out of the currently runnable
tasks, the task with the highest priority is scheduled. When implementing an
FPS system priority inversion has to be taken into account. E.g. consider 3
tasks A, B and C where A has the highest priority, B the second highest and
C the lowest priority. Furthermore, let A be blocked waiting for completion
of C. Now it is non-trivial to de�ne which task should be scheduled next.
A is the highest priority task, but is not runnable since it's waiting for C
to complete. On the other hand, B has priority over C. One solution is to
elevate C temporarily to the same priority level as of A. For a more in-depth
look at the problems and solutions around priority inversion the interested
reader is encouraged to take a look at [38].

Scheduling algorithms that are dynamic priority schedulers do not assign
tasks �xed priorities. E.g. the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling
algorithm is a dynamic priority scheduling algorithm since the priorities are
assigned dynamically during runtime.

1In subsection 3.2 dynamic priority scheduling is furthermore split into two categories.
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A totally di�erent approach to scheduling algorithms is to predivide
schedules into time quantums. In time-slice based scheduling a task that
gets scheduled may use the resource for at most the n next time quantums,
where n ∈ Z+ and is decided by the scheduler, even if the task wouldn't com-
plete in that time. Time-slice based scheduling can be convenient in many
cases. A task running long times each time it gets scheduled still doesn't
starve other tasks out of the resource always when it gets scheduled. This
allows for easier design of fair scheduling algorithms and it reduces delays
before tasks get scheduled again which is desirable in e.g. interactive systems.

Some scheduling algorithms even combine both dynamic priority schedul-
ing and time-slice based scheduling. E.g. scheduling algorithms, such as the
Rotating Staircase Deadline presented in section 5.3.2, give lower priority to
tasks which consume their time quantum fully and higher priority to tasks
which release the resource before using up all their time quantum. This
can be desirable so that tasks which only consume little resource time are
scheduled �rst.

3.2 Multiprocessor Scheduling

In a system with several resources a set of tasks can be scheduled either us-
ing global scheduling or partitioning [11]. When using global scheduling, a
task can be scheduled on any resource. On the contrary, in partitioning the
scheduling of a task is restricted to one resource. The main point with parti-
tioning is to reduce the multiprocessor scheduling problem to a uniprocessor
scheduling problem.

The essential problem in multiprocessor scheduling is task migration from
one resource to another. In [11] scheduling algorithms are divided into three
categories when considering task migration:

• No migration - Same as partitioning. Each task is assigned to one
resource and is not migrated to another resource.

• Restricted migration - In this category tasks are allowed to migrate,
but only between jobs. Every job is assigned to one resource and is not
migrated to another resource.

• Full migration - Tasks can be migrated whenever, there are no mi-
gration constraints.
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Furthermore, in [11] task priority schemes are divided into three1 cate-
gories:

• Static priorities - Same as Fixed Priority Scheduling (FPS) described
in 3.1.

• Job-level dynamic priorities - Tasks can have dynamic priorities,
i.e. the priority of jobs of a task can vary, but every unique job has
a static priority. Formally, consider a pair of jobs A and B. If the
priority of A is greater than the priority of B at one time instant, then
A has always the higher priority of the two jobs.

• Unrestricted dynamic priorities - The priorities of jobs may change
over time.

Occasionally, the two dynamic priority levels are considered as one since
Earliest Deadline First (EDF) is a job-level dynamic priority scheduling al-
gorithm which solves the uniprocessor scheduling problem optimally.

Using the two three-level categorizations presented, a 3x3 matrix can
be constructed to analyze the optimality of multiprocessor scheduling algo-
rithms. Let's have task priority schemes vary horizontally and task migration
schemes vary vertically. Now, the 3x3 matrix presenting known bounds (as
derived in [11]) for worst-case achievable utilization becomes as shown in
table 3.1.

It is not generally straightforward to compare utilization bounds of schedul-
ing algorithms belonging to di�erent classes as de�ned here. E.g. algorithms
belonging to class C2 are incomparable with algorithms belonging to class
B3 [11]. However, the class C3 has the best theoretical worst-case utilization
bound, fully utilizing all the resources for any known task set.

3.3 Virtual Runtime

Let's model the resource(s) such that it is divided into several smaller execu-
tion pipes according to all runnable tasks at a time instant. Furthermore, the
diameter of each pipe is proportional to the weight of the task. The sum of
the diameter of the pipes is equal to the diameter of the whole resource. Let's
denote diameter of the pipe reserved for the task x with wx, the diameter of
the resource(s) with M and the set of runnable tasks at time instant t with

1In subsection 3.1 priority schemes were divided into two distinct schemes. Here, the
dynamic scheme is further split into two.
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Table 3.1: Known bounds for worst-case utilization bounds. M denotes the
amount of resources and U denotes the utilization. Horizontally are the task
priority schemes; A) Static priorities, B) Job-level dynamic priorities, C)
Unrestricted dynamic priorities. Vertically are the migration schemes; 1) No
migration, 2) Restricted migration, 3) Full migration. Adapted from [11].

A B C

1 (
√

2− 1)M ≤ U ≤ M+1

1+2
1

M+1
U = M+1

2
U = M+1

2

2 U ≤ M+1
2

M − α(M − 1) ≤ U ≤ M+1
2

M − α(M − 1) ≤ U ≤ M+1
2

3 M2

3M−2 ≤ U ≤ M+1
2

M2

3M−2 ≤ U ≤ M+1
2

U = M

R(t). The share of the resource(s) task x gets at time instant t, denoted by
fx(t), is [42]

fx(t) = M
wx∑

i∈R(t)wi
(3.1)

Now, the share the task receives during a time interval [t0, t1), denoted
by Sx(t0, t1), is

Sx(t0, t1) =

∫ t1

t0

fx(t)dt (3.2)

In practice, the resource(s) cannot be split into several smaller execution
pipes, but rather only one task can execute at a time instant per resource.
Therefore, the share of the resource the task has received cannot generally1

be as de�ned by the ideal model (equation 3.2). Instead, the share each task
receives can deviate from this. Let's denote the share the task x actually
receives in the time interval [t0, t1) by sx(t0, t1). Furthermore, let's de�ne the
lag of the task x at time instant t, denoted by lagx(t), as the deviation of the
share the task actually got compared to what it should've gotten. Formally,
lagx(t) is de�ned as

lagx(t) = Sx(t0, t1)− sx(t0, t1) (3.3)

Intuitively, a scheduler trying to model the ideal resource that can be
split into smaller execution pipes should try to keep each task's lag as close
to zero as possible. To put it more freely, a task with a negative lag has

1The equation 3.2 holds when the amount of runnable tasks is exactly the amount of
resources and each task has the weight wx = 1.
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received more than its ideal share and should not be scheduled. On the
contrary, tasks with positive lag have received less of the resource(s) than
they should've received.

However, it is possible to account the virtual runtime of each task instead
of accounting the lag. Since in the time interval [t0, t1) each runnable task,
x ∈ R, should receive a share

Sx(t0, t1) = Mwx

∫ t1

t0

1∑
i∈R(t)wi

dt (3.4)

of the resource, the system virtual runtime, denoted by V(t), is de�ned
as [42]

V(t) = M

∫ t

0

1∑
i∈R(t)wi

dt. (3.5)

Essentially, the virtual runtime models the amount of time a runnable
task has been scheduled. In an ideal system with zero lag for each task,
the virtual runtime is equal to the time a task has been given the resource
multiplied by the weight of the task.



Chapter 4

Task Characterization

Depending on the task set the feasible scheduler choice may vary. One of the
parameters of a task is the demand for real-timeness. To analyze the real-time
demands of a system, one can look at the deadlines of the tasks. Are there
deadlines? What happens if they're missed? In literature [10, 13, 24, 40]
real-timeness is typically split into three categories:

• Hard real-time tasks

• Soft real-time tasks

• No real-time requirements

A hard real-time task can be de�ned as a task where a missed deadline
can be of equal fatality as an error in the result domain [10]. E�ectively, a
hard deadline means that the utility of the result is zero after the deadline has
passed. E.g. consider an assembly line with robot arms which are determined
to remove invalid parts. If the logic observing the line fails to tell an arm
to react in time, the invalid part will not be removed as intended. Figure
4.1 shows an example of task characteristics for a task with hard real-time
demands.

Soft real-time tasks have time-critical deadlines, but the utility of the
results never collapse directly once the deadline has passed. A soft real-time
deadline is such that once the deadline has passed, the utility of the result
decreases monotonically until becoming zero. Figure 4.2 shows an example
of task characteristics for a task with soft real-time demands.

21
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utility

time
start time deadline

Figure 4.1: An example of the characteristics of a hard real-time task.
Adapted from [10].

utility

time
start time deadline

Figure 4.2: An example of the characteristics of a soft real-time task.
Adapted from [10].

4.1 The Periodic and Sporadic Task Models

In [32] the periodic task model is de�ned1. Summing up the de�nition it
boils down to the following items:

• The jobs of a periodic task are released at constant intervals.

• The jobs of a task have to be executed in order, i.e. the i+ 1:th job of
a task cannot be released before the i:th task has been completed.

• The releases of jobs for a task are independent in regard to the release
of jobs of other tasks.

• The execution time for each job of a task is constant.

1The original de�nition of the periodic task model is found in [31]
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The periodic task model was originally created to meet the demands of
industrial control and monitoring processing systems [32]. This explains to a
great extent the assumption that jobs would be released at constant intervals
and that execution times are constant. To better model tasks for which these
two points aren't true, other tasks models have since been introduced. In
[34] the sporadic task model is introduced on top of the periodic task model.
In the sporadic model consecutive jobs are released with a possibly non-
constant interval where only the minimum interval between the release of
two consecutive jobs is de�ned.

These task models have since been used in many articles [7, 13, 24], and
a third characterization for tasks has also been added; the aperiodic task.
The aperiodic task is a task that executes only once and has no concept of
periodicity.

In practice, tasks are often neither periodic nor sporadic [39]. For exam-
ple, in multimedia processing over a network the arrival time of packets is
jittered. For such cases rate-based [24] and intra-sporadic [5] models have
been introduced.

4.2 The Rate-Based Execution Model

In the Rate-Based Execution (RBE) model each task is characterized by the
four-tuple (x, y, d, c) [24]:

• The pair (x, y) speci�es the rate at which jobs of a task are expected

to be released; for every time window of length y at most x jobs of one
task are expected to be released.

• The parameter d speci�es the relative deadline of a job of a task.

• The parameter c speci�es the worst case cost, i.e. resource time, of
executing one job of a task.

For a task τ , let ti be the release time of the i+ 1:th job of the task. The
deadline D(i) of the i+ 1:th job of the task is de�ned as [24]

D(i) =

{
ti + d, if 1 ≤ i ≤ x,
max(ti + d,D(i− xi) + y), if i > x.

(4.1)

As long as no more than x amount of jobs are released for a task τ within
y time units, the deadline of the i + 1:th job is ti + d, which is intuitively
the release time of the job added by the relative deadline. The deadline gets
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Figure 4.3: An example of release times and deadlines for jobs of a task
τ = (x = 3, y = 6, d = 6, c). Adapted from [24].
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Figure 4.4: An example of bursty release times and deadlines for jobs of a
task τ = (x = 3, y = 6, d = 6, c). Adapted from [24].

shifted forward always when the maximum expected amount of releases are
exceeded, all the way until less releases are encountered.

Figure 4.3 shows an example of job release times and deadlines. Here
jobs are released with equal intervals. This would be the common case in
multimedia processing when there's no jitter in the system. Frames are
released to the system for processing at the frame rate which obviously should
be equal to x

y
. Figure 4.4 shows an example where jobs are released in a bursty

manner. In multimedia processing this would e�ectively mean we have jitter
in our input. Using the RBE model we would get a system where deadlines
for the processing of the frames would be shifted forward when packets arrive
early, which is desired. On the other hand, if frames are dropped, we still
have the old relative deadline making sure our deadlines don't get too small.
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4.3 Pfair and Derivatives

The scheduling model now commonly called Pfair (the �P� stands for �propor-
tionally�) is originally introduced in [7]. Pfair has in�uenced other scheduling
models such as the ERfair (the �ER� stands for �Early-Release�) [4] and the
intra-sporadic model (IS-model) [5]. The main idea in Pfair scheduling is to
ensure �proportionate progress�1 for tasks, i.e. tasks advance proportionally
to their respective weights.

In Pfair scheduling, for each task τ a weight τw is de�ned as τe
τp

where
τe and τp are the execution cost and the period, respectively. The execution
cost and the period have to be integer numbers. The weight has to be less
than 1, i.e. the execution cost has to be less than the period. Furthermore,
tasks are split into subtasks rather than jobs.

The schedule created in Pfair scheduling is divided into time slots of equal
length. On each time slot one subtask can execute per each resource, with
the restriction that no task can be scheduled more than once per time slot,
i.e. a task cannot be scheduled on two or more resources on one time slot.
Furthermore, a schedule is said to be Pfair if and only if the lag of a task at
time slot t is:

− 1 < lag(τ, t) < 1 (4.2)

The lag of task τ at time slot t is de�ned as

lag(τ, t) = τwt− allocated(τ, t) (4.3)

where allocated(τ, t) is the number of times task τ has been scheduled
before the time slot t.

In [7] it is shown that there exists a Pfair schedule if∑
τ

τw = M (4.4)

where M is the amount of resources. If the sum is less, idle tasks can
be inserted. In section 3.2 it is shown that the scheduling class C3 has the
optimal worst-case utilization bound for any task set. From the equation 4.4
it follows that the Pfair schedule belongs to C3. Figure 4.5 shows an example
of a valid Pfair schedule for 2 resources with 3 tasks, each with the weight
τ = 2

3
. Note that the schedule is periodic. In [7] it is shown that every Pfair

schedule is periodic.

1The original article [7] is titled �Proportionate Progress: A Notion of Fairness in
Resource Allocation�.
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Figure 4.5: An example of a Pfair schedule for 2 resources with 3 tasks, each
with the weight τw = 2

3
.

Let's denote the earliest and latest time slots the task τ can be scheduled
for the ith time with r(τ, i) (r stands for release) and d(τ, i) (d stands for
deadline), respectively. The range [r(τ, i), d(τ, i)] is sometimes called the
Pfair window [3�5, 39, 40]. Since we need to ensure that the equation 4.2
always holds, the earliest time slot is

r(τ, i) =

⌊
i− 1

τw

⌋
(4.5)

and the latest time slot is

d(τ, i) =

⌈
i

τw

⌉
− 1 (4.6)

The expressions are derived in appendix A of [3].
Figure 4.6 shows the four �rst Pfair windows for one of the tasks of the

schedule shown in �gure 4.5. Two consecutive Pfair windows can either
overlap by one time slot or be disjoint [3]. Also, Pfair windows of one task
can either all have the same length or be of two di�erent lengths [3].

In Pfair scheduling, execution time is reserved for each task in certain
slots regardless if the task is runnable or not. E.g. if a task completes early,
i.e. before the end of it's reserved time slot, the processor remains idle until
the next time slot begins. In ERfair scheduling [4] this is handled by allowing
some other runnable task to execute. Essentially, in ERfair scheduling the
lag constraint is relaxed to

lag(τ, t) < 1 (4.7)

while the de�nition of the lag is remain intact. Since there are no con-
straints to not schedule runnable tasks if there are resources available, ERfair
scheduling is work conserving.

ERfair schedules are a superset of Pfair schedules, i.e. every Pfair schedule
is also ERfair, but generally not the other way around. Figure 4.7 shows a
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t
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Figure 4.6: The four �rst Pfair windows of the task τ which has the weight
τw = 2

3
.
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Figure 4.7: An ERfair schedule for resources with 6 tasks, where the tasks
weights are τAw = τBw = 2

4
, τCw = τDw = τEw = τFw = 1

4
.

schedule that is ERfair, but not Pfair. Note that at time slot t = 2 the lag
of tasks τA and τB are −1 and thus they violate the Pfair criteria. However,
all the tasks have on every time slot lags that are less than 1 and hence the
schedule is ERfair.

In both Pfair and ERfair scheduling tasks are assumed to be eligible at
constant rates, i.e. the tasks are assumed to be periodic. To cater for systems
where jobs of tasks can be eligible late, such as in multimedia processing
systems over a network, the intra-sporadic (IS) model is introduced in [5].
The intra-sporadic task model generalizes the sporadic model in the sense
that while the sporadic model allows jobs of tasks to be released late, the
IS-model allows subtasks to be released late.

To analyze the IS-model, we need to know the eligibility times of the
subtasks. Let's denote the eligibility time of the ith subtask of task τ with
e(τ, i). The range [e(τ, i), d(τ, i)] is the IS-window of the ith subtask of task
τ . The release times r(τ) and deadlines d(τ) are de�ned inductively. Let's
de�ne a helper function

b(τ, i) =

{
0 if

⌈
i
τw

⌉
=
⌊
i
τw

⌋
1 otherwise

(4.8)

Note that the value of b(τ, i) is 1 if the next Pfair window is disjoint with
the current window and 0 if they overlap.
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Now the de�nition of the release time of the ith sub task becomes

r(τ, i) =

{
e(τ, i) if i = 1
max

(
e(τ, i), d(τ, i− 1) + 1− b(τ, i− 1)

)
if i ≥ 2

(4.9)

The deadline of the subtask is de�ned using the length of the correspond-
ing Pfair window. Therefore the de�nition of the deadline is

d(τ, i) = r(τ, i) +

⌈
i

τw

⌉
−
⌊
i− 1

τw

⌋
− 1 (4.10)

Figure 4.8 shows IS-windows for a task with the weight τw = 2
3
. Compared

to the periodic task system the fourth window is right-shifted by 2 time
slots. Note that also the �fth and sixth windows are right-shifted even if the
respective subtasks would be eligible earlier than their release times.
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Figure 4.8: IS-windows for a task with the weight τw = 2
3
where the fourth

subtask is released late. The dotted lines show the corresponding windows
for a periodic task system.



Chapter 5

Scheduling Algorithms

Covering all the scheduling algorithms ever developed is out of scope for this
work. Some essential scheduling algorithms for real-time speech processing
are presented here. First simplistic algorithms are presented. Knowledge of
them is crucial since they can be used e.g. for tie-breaking. Also, sometimes
the simplest algorithm that is good enough can the best practical choice1.

Second, analysis-based algorithms are presented. They are algorithms
developed to optimally schedule a task set de�ned by the various task models
presented in section 4. Lastly, heuristic algorithms are presented.

5.1 Simplistic Algorithms

In First In First Out (FIFO) scheduling the task that has been waiting
the longest time, i.e. has been runnable for the longest amount of time, is
scheduled. Implementing of the FIFO scheduler is very straightforward even
for multiple resources. Only one run queue is needed where newly runnable
tasks are inserted at the back and the next task to be scheduled is always at
the beginning of the queue.

A FIFO scheduler can be implemented as either partitioned or using
global scheduling. When using partitioning, each resource has its own FIFO
queue. FIFO schedulers are work conserving. A FIFO scheduler suits by
design better to be implemented as an online scheduler. A FIFO scheduler
can be implemented as either preemptive or non-preemptive.

In Round Robin (RR) scheduling runnable tasks make up a circular
ring. The next task in the ring gets scheduled. Usually, such as in network
scheduling, the RR scheduler is implemented as a preemptive scheduler. Each

1�Keep it simple, stupid� (KISS) is a software development philosophy where people
are encouraged to use the most simple solution.

30
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task gets to run a certain amount of time before being preempted. RR
schedulers are work conserving.

FIFO and RR schedulers do not require any knowledge about task dead-
lines. On the contrary, in Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling the
task with the earliest deadline is scheduled �rst. EDF solves the hard-real
time task uniprocessor scheduling problem optimally in the sense that if a
feasible schedule exists for a task set, EDF schedules the task set correctly
[10]. An EDF scheduler is work conserving.

In Least Laxity First1 (LLF) scheduling the task with the least laxity
is scheduled, where the laxity is de�ned as

L(t) = D(t)− E(t) (5.1)

where D(t) is the deadline and E(t) is the execution time left before
completion. Just like EDF, LLF solves the hard-real time task uniprocessor
scheduling problem optimally. Typically, EDF has overshadowed LLF since
EDF is simpler [11]. However, LLF might turn out interesting in the future
since it implements an unrestricted dynamic priority scheme, whereas EDF
only implements a job-level dynamic priority scheme.

5.2 Analysis-Based Algorithms

As divided here, analysis-based algorithms schedule a task set according to
some of the task models presented in section 4. First, algorithm PF is
presented, which creates Pfair schedules. Then, algorithm PD is presented,
which is an improvement of PF and creates Pfair schedules. Lastly, the
algorithm PD2 is presented, which creates Pfair or ERfair schedules, or a
mix of them.

5.2.1 Algorithm PF

The idea of the PF scheduling algorithm is to divide every task for every time
slot into urgent, contending and tnegru tasks. To de�ne into which group a
task τ belongs, a helping function τα(t) is de�ned as

τα(t) = sign(τw(t+ 1)− bτwtc − 1) (5.2)

where sign(x) is the signum function.
Combining the equations 4.3 and 5.2 PF de�nes the grouping of tasks as

follows:
1Least Laxity First scheduling is also known as Least Slack Time (LST) scheduling.
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• A task is urgent if and only if lag(τ, t) > 0 ∧ τα(t) 6= −1

• A task is tnegru if and only if lag(τ, t) < 0 ∧ τα(t) 6= 1

• A task is contending if it's neither urgent nor tnegru

At each time slot t PF schedules every urgent task and no task that is
tnegru. If the urgent tasks don't �ll up all resources, the free resources have
to be �lled up with contending tasks, if there are any. In PF scheduling the
contending tasks are ordered into a priority order. To create this priority
queue, in [7] two functions are de�ned; NaiveCompare and Compare. The
functions take the same input and return the same output. Compare runs in
polynomial time while NaiveCompare runs in exponential time.

Both NaiveCompare and Compare take 6 input parameters. They are
actually two triples, one triple for each task. The triples are de�ned as

a := τp − τe (5.3a)

b := τe (5.3b)

c := τplag(τ, t) + 2τe − τp (5.3c)

Let's subindex each parameter according to which task they belong such
that we have for the �rst task the subindex 0 and for the second subtask the
subindex 1, respectively. Now, a C programming language implementation
of NaiveCompare would be like

int naive_compare ( int a0 , int b0 , int c0 ,
int a1 , int b1 , int c1 ) {

while (1 ) {
i f ( ( c0 == 0) && ( c1 == 0))

return 0 ;
i f ( ( c0 >= 0) && ( c1 <= 0))

return 1 ;
else i f ( ( c0 <= 0) && ( c1 >= 0))

return −1;
i f ( c0 < 0)

c0 = c0 + b0 ;
else i f ( c0 > 0)

c0 = c0 − a0 ;
i f ( c1 < 0)

c1 = c1 + b1 ;
else i f ( c1 > 0)
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c1 = c1 − a0 ;
}

}

The return value is 1 if the �rst task has priority over the second task
and -1 if vice versa. If the priorities of the tasks are equal, the return value
is 0, and the priority order can be decided arbitrarily. The respective C
programming language implementation of Compare is

int compare ( int a0 , int b0 , int c0 ,
int a1 , int b1 , int c1 ) {

i f (min ( a0 , a1 ) > min (b0 , b1 ) )
return compare (b1 , a1 ,−c1 , b0 , a0 ,−c0 ) ;

i f ( c e i l ( ( ( double ) c0 )/ a0 ) > c e i l ( ( ( double ) c1 )/ a1 ) )
return 1 ;

else i f ( c e i l ( ( ( double ) c0 )/ a0 ) <
c e i l ( ( ( double ) c1 )/ a1 ) )

return −1;
c0 = c0 − a0 ∗ c e i l ( ( ( double ) c0 )/ a0 ) ;
c1 = c1 − a1 ∗ c e i l ( ( ( double ) c1 )/ a1 ) ;
i f ( f l o o r ( ( ( double ) b0 )/ a0 ) >

f l o o r ( ( ( double ) b1 )/ a1 ) )
return 1 ;

else i f ( f l o o r ( ( ( double ) b0 )/ a0 ) <
f l o o r ( ( ( double ) b1 )/ a1 ) )

return −1;
return compare (

a0 − mod(b0 , a0 ) , mod(b0 , a0 ) ,
c0 + mod(b0 , a0 ) , a1 − mod(b1 , a1 ) ,
mod(b1 , a1 ) , c1 + mod(b1 , a1 ) ) ;

}

5.2.2 Algorithm PD

The PD algorithm divides every task into heavy and light tasks. A task τ is
heavy if τw > 1

2
and light if τw < 1

2
. Every task with the weight τw = 1

2
can

be either heavy or light, but not both. PD uses the same de�nition for τα(t)
as PF does, but only for light tasks. For heavy tasks PD de�nes the function
as

τα(t) = sign
(
(1− τw)(t+ 1)− b(1− τw)tc − 1

)
(5.4)
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Note: For heavy tasks the de�nition is the same as for the light tasks,
only the weight is changed to τ ′w = 1 − τw. PD de�nes that the task τ has
a pseudo-deadline1 at time slot t if τα(t) = 0 ∨ τα(t) = 1. Furthermore, the
next pseudo-deadline of a task τ after the time slot t is at τδ(t).

For each task τ PD de�nes a helper variable τk, which is de�ned such that
the pseudo-deadlines would be either τk or τk + 1 apart [8]. The de�nition of
τk for light tasks is

τk =

⌊
τp
τe

⌋
(5.5)

and for heavy tasks is

τk =

⌊
τp

τp − τe

⌋
(5.6)

Combining the de�nitions above we get the total priority order de�ned by
PD. At time slot t, the task x has a higher priority than the task y, denoted
with x � y, if one of the following holds:

• xδ(t) < yδ(t)

• xδ(t) = yδ(t) ∧ xα(t) = 1 ∧ yα(t) = 0

• xδ(t) = yδ(t) ∧ xα(t) = yα(t) ∧ xk ≤ yk

At each time slot t, the PD scheduler tries to �ll up every resource with
the tasks with highest priority. The order of selecting tasks to be scheduled
is as follows:

1. Urgent tasks

2. Heavy contending tasks τ with τα(t+ 1) = 1. Within this category, the
task x is given priority over the task y if x � y

3. Light contending tasks τ with τα(t+ 1) = 1. Within this category, the
task x is given priority over the task y if x � y

4. Heavy contending tasks τ with τα(t+ 1) = 0

5. Light contending tasks τ with τα(t+ 1) = 0

6. Remaining heavy contending tasks. Within this category, the task x is
given priority over task y if x � y

7. Remaining light contending tasks. Within this category, the task x is
given priority over task y if x � y

1The name PD comes from pseudo-deadline.
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5.2.3 Algorithm PD2

For each time slot t algorithm PD2 keeps track of which tasks are eligible
at that time slot. Algorithm PD2 then schedules all resources with eligible
tasks, or less if there are not enough eligible tasks. PD2 can schedule both
Pfair and ERfair systems, or even mixed Pfair and ERfair systems [6], and
therefore the task eligibility is de�ned by the task system (task release is
de�ned di�erently in Pfair scheduling compared to ERfair scheduling).

To be able to de�ne the priority order of the eligible tasks, a group dead-
line is de�ned. Like PD, PD2 divides task into heavy and light tasks. For
heavy tasks every Pfair window is either of length 2 or 3. If consequtive
windows of a Pfair task overlap, are of length 2 and one subtask is scheduled
in the second slot, all rest of the subtasks have to be scheduled in the second
slot, until either the Pfair window length is 3 or the subtasks don't overlap
anymore.

Formally, the group deadline of the ith subtask of the task τ is

D(τ, i) = d(τ, j) + 1 (5.7)

where j is the last consequtive subtask which has the Pfair window length
2 and which overlaps, i.e. either the length of the next Pfair window is 3 or
the next Pfair window doesn't overlap with the previous.

If the task is light, the window length of the current subtask is 3 or the
current window doesn't overlap with the previous one, then D(τ, i) = 0 .

Let's denote the ith subtask of the task τ with τi. Now, the subtask xi
has priority over the subtask yj if one of the following holds:

• d(x, i) < d(y, j)

• d(x, i) = d(y, j) ∧ b(x, i) > b(y, j)

• d(x, i) = d(y, j) ∧ b(x, i) = b(y, j) ∧D(x, i) ≥ D(y, j)

5.3 Heuristic Algorithms

Heuristic algorithms are developed with a more practical mind-set for prob-
lem solving compared to algorithms developed using theoretical analysis. The
scope of this work includes considering some of the algorithms developed for
the Linux Kernel. In Linux each task has a priority level and the sched-
uler tries to use this info to allocate resource time for the tasks accordingly.
There are 40 normal task priority levels, the default value is the 20th level
(i.e. in the middle) and the interpretation of the priority levels is scheduler
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speci�c. Commonly these normal task priority levels are called nice levels,
the default 20th level is mapped to nice level 0 and a smaller value means a
higher priority.

Analysis-based algorithms are well-de�ned algorithms, but they leave
open a lot of implementation speci�c details, such as run queue implemen-
tation and data structure locking. This makes it easier to describe analysis-
based algorithms. On the other hand, for heuristic algorithms implementa-
tion speci�c details are sometimes essential. It is sometimes hard to distin-
guish if a heuristic algorithm is a totally new algorithm once major parts
change. In practice, it is up to the developer(s) of the algorithms to decide if
the algorithm is a new one or if it only gets an incremented version number.

All of the algorithms presented here are developed for the Linux Kernel in
the 21th century. First are presented algorithms that in�uenced the newer al-
gorithms. Later, the current default Linux Kernel scheduler, the Completely
Fair Scheduler (CFS), is presented. Lastly, a scheduler competing with the
CFS, the Brain Fuck Scheduler (BFS) is presented.

5.3.1 Staircase Scheduler

The Staircase scheduler ranks tasks based on their priority. Always when
making a new scheduling decision, the task with the highest priority gets
scheduled. The Staircase scheduler is preemptive, and if a task consumes up
its time slice, the priority of the task is lowered. On the next priority level
the task will be scheduled again and if it also consumes this time slice, its
priority is lowered again. Once all runnable tasks have consumed their time
slices on the lowest priority level, all tasks get new time slices, but the tasks
which used up all their time slices start from a lower priority, but with more
time slices. Table 5.1 shows the scheduling scheme of a task scheduled by
the Staircase scheduler where the task consumes up all of its time slices for
3 rounds.

A task whose priority level has been decreased by the Staircase scheduler
can work its way up again by not using up its time slices [14]. Note that
lightweight tasks stay close to their base priority level while heavy tasks
still get their fair share of the resource(s). Note also that the base priority
di�erence between two tasks doesn't in general tell how much each task gets
scheduled. E.g. consider the base priority level di�erence between two tasks
is 1. They can get proportional shares of the resource(s) ranging from 1:2 to
39:40.
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Table 5.1: Task scheduling scheme of the Staircase scheduler. B denotes the
base priority level of the task. Note that on each scheduling round the task
is scheduled an equal amount of times. Adapted from [14].

Round B B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 ...
1 1 1 1 1 1 ...
2 2 1 1 1 ...
3 3 1 1 ...

5.3.2 Rotating Staircase Deadline Scheduler

Like the Staircase scheduler, the Rotating Staircase Deadline scheduler (RSDL)
scheduler ranks tasks according to their priority and it always schedules a
task with the highest priority. Always when a task is scheduled, its runtime
is accounted for and if it uses up its quota for the speci�c priority level, the
task gets demoted to the next priority level. Furthermore, each priority level
has its own quota. If the quota of a priority level runs out, all the remaining
tasks on that priority level are demoted to the next priority level [15].

Once a task has consumed up all of its quotas on each priority level, it is
moved to the expired array. Once all runnable tasks belong to the expired
array, a major rotation takes place and all quotas for tasks and priority levels
are re�lled. The idea with the quotas of the priority levels is to be able to
give worst-case latencies for tasks having a low priority.

5.3.3 Completely Fair Scheduler

The Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS) tries to give a �fair share� of the re-
sources to each runnable task. The share of each task is proportional to the
priority of each task, respectively. In [35] the original CFS scheduler1 is de-
scribed. The corresponding documentation for the Linux Kernel version 3.12
[30] is slightly di�erent. In this work the CFS implementation of the Linux
Kernel version 3.12 is considered.

The basic driving idea of the CFS scheduler is to try to model a per-
fectly multitasking system. The CFS documentation de�nes the perfectly
multitasking system such that every task advances on each time instant an
amount compared to their priority. E.g. consider a system with one resource
and N running tasks, all with equal priority. Then each task gets 1/N of the
resource at every time instant.

1Writing CFS scheduler is redundant, but used in many places, such as the CFS doc-
umentation, and hence used also here.
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This is the same idea as the virtual runtime described in section 3.3. How-
ever, the CFS doesn't account system virtual runtime, but rather a separate
virtual runtime for each task. The virtual runtime describes the share of
the resource a task has gotten. The CFS scheduler tries to keep the virtual
runtime of each task equal. Always when a task runs for t time units, the
virtual runtime, denoted by τvr, of the task is increased according to

∆τvr = τwt (5.8)

where τw is the task weight. Recall that in Linux there are 40 normal task
priority levels. Let's denote the task weight of a task running on one higher
priority level with τw+1. CFS de�nes that the relative distance between two
consequtive priority levels is 10%. Thus we get the formula

0.45 =
τw

τw + τw+1

(5.9)

and solving τw+1 gives us

τw+1 =
0.55

0.45
τw (5.10)

The absolute value of τw doesn't matter. Using the equation 5.10 all the
priority level weights are inductively de�ned for the CFS.

When making scheduling decision, the CFS scheduler always choses the
task with the smallest virtual runtime1. Theoretically, to keep the virtual
runtime of each task equal (such as in the ideal multitasking machine), each
task should run an in�nitely small time at once, if there are other tasks
waiting. However, because of context switch costs, it's not feasible to run
tasks for too short periods. Therefore, the CFS scheduler uses a parameter
minimum_granularity which de�nes the minimum execution time each task
gets once scheduled.

Furthermore, the CFS scheduler divides time into scheduling periods. If
all tasks are schedulable (e.g. their proportional share is at least
minimum_granularity) within a period of latency, then this is the schedul-
ing period. Otherwise the period is extended. To put it more freely, for a
lightly loaded system each task gets scheduled once in a time of latency and
gets its fair share. In a heavily loaded system tasks have to wait longer, but
once they get scheduled, they get the resource for at least
minimum_granularity amount of time.

1Technically, this is not always the case since the CFS scheduler also tries to optimize
for cache locality.
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5.3.4 Brain Fuck Scheduler

The Brain Fuck Scheduler (BFS) calculates a virtual deadline for each runnable
task. The name is a bit misleading in the sense that the task is not guaran-
teed to be scheduled before it expires. The deadline, denoted by τd, is de�ned
as

τd = t+
tRR

τpriority
(5.11)

where t is the time instant when the deadline is computed, tRR is a global
tunable and τpriority is the priority of the task. Like in CFS, each priority
level is 10% apart from each other [27].

The general idea in BFS is to schedule the task with the earliest virtual
deadline. However, BFS has many essential implementation details, such as:

• As with other schedulers in Linux, real-time tasks are scheduled �rst.

• When looking for the next schedulable task, if a task with an expired
deadline is found, it is immediately chosen without checking further for
other tasks with earlier expired deadlines.

• BFS optimizes for cache locality, i.e. cache warmness a�ects the inter-
pretation which task has the earliest deadline.

When a task gets scheduled, it may generally run for tRR, called the
time_slice of the task. This is only generally the case, since a real-time
task can preempt it, it may have previously used a part of the time_slice

or the time slot allocated may not be accurate. The allocated time slot may
deviate from time_slice since the task is switched only when the scheduler
runs. BFS implements dithering and a �minimum schedulable time slot� logic
to cope with this. Further description of the implementation details of these
are out of scope for this work and can be looked up by the interested reader
from the BFS source code [27].

If the scheduled task releases the resource before running out of its time
slot, the virtual deadline of the task remains intact and the time_slice

is reduced by the time the task ran. Later, when the task requests for a
resource once again, the scheduler uses the old virtual deadline, but also the
time_slice of the task is less. Once the time slot allocated for the task runs
out, the virtual deadline and the time_slice are reset.



Chapter 6

Measurements and Results

In previous chapters task scheduling was theoretically reviewed. Since it
can be cumbersome to include the scheduling overheads in the analysis of
the scheduling algorithms, this work includes measurements conducted in a
prototype network. The prototype system models a setup where there is one
network element forwarding user transcoding requests and call data. Another
network element does the actual speech transcoding.

The speech codecs used for the measurements are speech codecs com-
monly used in today's communication networks, namely Adaptive Multi-Rate
(AMR) [1], G.722.2 a.k.a. Adaptive Multi-Rate Wide-Band (AMR-WB) [21]
and G.723.1 [22]. To keep things simple, only encoding is done for the calls.
In a real network, the most common situation (excluding tandem free op-
eration) is likely the case where the call data is �rst decoded into PCM or
G.711 and then encoded with another speech codec. However, the results
using only encoding should be very similar to this.

The measurements are recorded on the network node doing the speech
transcoding. In practice, the node records timestamps when speech frames
are being processed for each call separately. From these timestamps jitter
and throughput �gures can be retrieved. The analysis is done by comparing
how the di�erent scheduling algorithms perform on di�erent test cases.

6.1 Measurement System

The measurements in this work were conducted using two computers con-
nected to each other. The �rst, here referred to as feeder, reads a campaign
�le which contains information about what calls to start at what time. The
second, here referred to as codec runner, accepts transcoding requests from
the feeder and saves timestamps. Figure 6.1 displays a sketch of the mea-

40
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Codec
Runner
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Call 1 timestamps
Call 2 timestamps
...
Call n timestamps

Figure 6.1: Measurement system sketch.

surement system.
Table 6.1 shows the CPU speci�cations of the two computers used in the

measurement system. Both computers run Ubuntu 14.04 operating system
with the Linux Kernel version 14.1, sources retrieved from kernel.org and
compiled on the target machines. There exists a "real-time Linux" patch set
[36], but that is not used here since in [12] it is shown that the latencies of
the normal Linux is adequate for the measurements conducted in this work.

The feeder uses an unpatched Linux kernel with the kernel build con�gu-
ration parameters set suitably to achieve predictable system response times
(a.k.a. low latency). The codec runner uses the same kernel sources as the
feeder, but on top of that there are three patches applied. They all mod-
ify the behavior of EDF scheduler implemented in the Linux Kernel. Also
the codec runner is con�gured to achieve as predictable system behavior as
possible.

Intel Integrated Performance Primitives (IPP) [17] are used for the speech
codecs used in the measurement system. More speci�cally, the software im-
plementations of the speech codecs used in the measurement system can be
found in the sample code that ship with IPP. The sample code includes a Uni-
�ed Speech Coding (USC) library which implements several speech codecs
using IPP.

The computers are physically connected using a 1 Gb ethernet connec-
tion. Between the two computers is a 1 Gb router which is dedicated for
the computers. The two computers communicate using SCTP (Stream Con-
trol Transmission Protocol) for control signaling and UDP (User Datagram
Protocol) for call data transportation.

The motivation for using a separate feeder computer is to not let reading
of the call data and synchronization of the campaign timings interfere with
the measurements conducted on the codec runner. The campaign �le contains
data about when to start a new call, and obviously also call parameters
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Table 6.1: Hardware of the measurement system

Node CPU
Vendor Name Architecture Frequency

feeder Intel i7-3610QE Ivy Bridge 2.3 GHz
codec runner Intel E3-1275v3 Haswell 3.5 GHz

such as which speech codec it's using. Theoretically, the call start timings
are stored with nanosecond accuracy, but the hardware timer of the feeder

supports around 70 ns accuracy and on top of that there are some scheduling
delays. Furthermore, the call start is a request sent to the codec runner

which then has to reply with an acknowledgement message before the call can
actually start. Figure 6.2 illustrates how calls are started on the feeder. Note
that missing from the state machine is the state where the feeder actually
starts sending the call data. After the feeder receives the acknowledgement
from the codec runner about the start of the new call, the feeder starts
sending the call data.

As a consequence of this design, calls will be started a di�erent times
depending on what is going on in the codec runner and especially depending
on which scheduling algorithm codec runner is using. However, this models
well a realistic system and is therefore not treated as a source for a systematic
error in the measurement setup.

It's crucial to con�gure the task priorities on the codec runner correctly.
If transcoding tasks have priority over the tasks handling network commu-
nication, all di�erent schedulers will perform very similarly (except for the
overhead). This is because in that case transcoding tasks will always be
waiting for new packets and be ready to process, while the tasks handling
the network communication are starved.

When the codec runner is con�gured correctly, the transcoding tasks will
be starved from execution time (if the system runs at high load). The tasks
handling network communication will notice this and start to drop packets
accordingly. Each transcoding task has an input bu�er where the UDP socket
reading task can place newly received packets. If the bu�er starts to get full,
the UDP socket reading task will drop the oldest packet waiting in the bu�er
of the transcoding task.

Each transcoding task in the codec runner will write out timestamps
when they get scheduled. This is an inconvenient overhead and source for a
systematic error in the measurement setup. However, it's very likely that a
production system would include some overheads of its own, so this should
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Interrupt when next
call should start
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Yes
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Figure 6.2: Abstract state machine showing how the feeder starts new calls.
Note that this diagram doesn't show the state where the feeder actually
starts sending call data. It's left out from the diagram because it happens in
another thread.

not reduce the reasonableness of the measurement system remarkably.
After processing a packet, the transcoding task will do a sched_yield(),

which tells the scheduling algorithm to do a reschedule. Since the timestamp
of the transcoding task is only recorded before processing a packet, and not
after processing the packet, it's possible that the scheduler will preempt the
task before it has completed the processing of that packet. However, the
system is con�gured so that the likelihood of this happening is very small,
and the drawback of recording also the timestamp after the processing would
exceed the bene�t.

Figure 6.3 shows how a UDP packet containing a speech frame �rst is
handled by a kernel thread, then forward to a user-space thread listening on
UDP packets from the feeder on a speci�c port and then �nally goes forward
to an encoding thread (unless it's being dropped). Recall that it's crucial
that the thread priorities are in that order. Furthermore, the �gure also
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shows at which state the timestamps are collected.
Furthermore, for each speech codec a weight is prede�ned by measuring

the time it takes to only run the speech coding in the system. In practice,
these measurements are conducted looping over the speech coding 1000 times
per CPU core. Both running on 1 and 4 cores give practically the same weight
which makes the testing a lot easier. The biggest source of error in the codec
weight is cache hotness. The codec weights essentially show the performance
of the speech coding when the cache is hot, while in general that may not be
the case. The de�nition of the weights is chosen to be number of cores needed
to process 12 million simultaneous calls of that codec. The weights are used
to feed information to some of the scheduling algorithms used in this work.1

6.2 Measured Algorithms

In this work, 4 di�erent algorithms or con�gurations have been measured.
The measured algorithms are CFS, FIFO and EDF. Since the default schedul-
ing in Linux is to use CFS with nice level 0, also that con�guration is used,
and here referred to as the DEFAULT scheduling algorithm.

In the CFS measurements, the nice levels of each transcoding task are
calculated by using codec weights and changing them into nice levels with
the formula

τnice =
log(1024)

log(1.25)
− log(τweight)

log(1.25)
(6.1)

In the FIFO measurements all the transcoding tasks get the same pri-
ority. In the EDF measurements three parameters have to be set for each
transcoding task. The period and deadline are de�ned per task and set to
the length of a frame in the speech codec. The runtime is calculated using
the formula

τruntime = τperiod
τweight
Scaling

+Overhead (6.2)

Now, if the τruntime should be represented in nanoseconds, τperiod is repre-
sented milliseconds and τweight is de�ned as in Section 6.1 then Scaling = 12.
Since there are overhead costs from various sources, such as cold caches, con-
text switches and timestamp storing, the Overhead term is added to the
equation. In the measurements presented here the value of Overhead = 5µs
was chosen.

1The arbitrary number of 12 million is chosen so that the formula to convert the weight
to a CFS nice level value would be as convenient as possible on the selected hardware.
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Figure 6.3: Block diagram illustrating the �ow of a speech frame in the codec
runner and where the timestamps are collected.

6.3 Measured Cases

The scope of this work includes measurement of three di�erent cases which
are:

• Unicore vs multicore performance. The research question is; do the
results vary depending on if the campaign is run on one or several
cores? To answer this question, all schedulers are measured on 1 and 4
cores, using only one speech codec. The amount of calls is multiplied
by 4 when running the multicore campaigns.

• Codecs with di�erent weights. The research question is; do all the
schedulers cope equally well when there are transcoding tasks with
individual CPU time requirements? To answer this question, all sched-
ulers are measured by running an equal amount of two di�erent speech
encodings (AMR and AMR-WB) which have distinct computational
needs.

• Codecs with di�erent frame time lengths. Like above, but this time
speech codecs with di�erent frame time lengths. All schedulers are
measured by running an equal amount of two di�erent speech encodings
(AMR and G723.1) where one has 20 ms frame length times and the
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second has 30 ms frame length times. Both encodings have similar
computational needs over time.

6.3.1 Unicore vs Multicore Performance

To �nd out how the characteristics of the di�erent schedulers change in the
multicore case compared to the unicore case, the same set of campaigns
were run on a unicore system and on a 4-core system. When using the 4-
core system, the amount of calls was 4 times bigger. All calls were AMR
encodings.

Figure 6.4 shows jitter histograms per scheduler when running AMR 350
encodings per core. Figure 6.5 shows jitter histograms per scheduler when
running AMR 370 encodings per core. Note that in the former case the
system is running at high load and in the latter case the system is running
at overload. The packet losses of the cases can be seen in Table 6.3.1.

Recall that both DEFAULT and CFS use the same scheduling algorithm.
The "spiky" shape in the unicore jitter histograms on high load is probably
explained by other tasks that run in the system and therefore block the call
transcoding threads from executing. However, it is worth noting that the
amount of packets that have jitter far from the optimal 20 ms are very few
and stand out in the plots only because of the logarithmic y-axis. In the
overload case the jitter histograms of both schedulers spread out.

When not running overload, the FIFO jitter histograms are very sharply
shaped. When running overload the FIFO jitter histograms spread out dra-
matically. However, it is still worth noting that the packet loss amounts
when using FIFO scheduling is low compared to the same load levels when
running other schedulers.

The EDF scheduling algorithm tries to meet all deadlines and drops pack-
ets when deadlines will not be met. The overload jitter histograms when run-
ning EDF shows this will end up in very predictable and stable jitter output.
However, the packet loss amounts when running EDF is considerably higher
compared to the other scheduling algorithms. That exact reason for this is
unclear. One reason could be that the overhead from EDF scheduling would
be bigger than that of other schedulers.

6.3.2 Codecs with Di�erent Weights

To �nd out how the characteristics of the di�erent schedulers change with
di�erent transcoding task weights, all schedulers were measured using 400
encodings of both AMR and AMR-WB (800 transcoding tasks total). The
computational cost (in CPU processing time) of an AMR-WB encoding is
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Table 6.2: Packet loss per second depending on the scheduler, amount of
calls and amount of cores.

Algorithm 1 core 4 core
350 calls 370 calls 1400 calls 1480 calls

DEFAULT 0 150 0 1500
CFS 0 0 0 1500
FIFO 0 150 0 1000
EDF 0 1300 1600 5000

about 3 times more than that of an AMR encoding. The tests were done
using 4 cores. The system is run at moderate overload.

Figure 6.6 shows jitter histograms depending on the scheduler. The CFS
scheduler takes into account the task weights and therefore the jitter his-
tograms of both AMR and AMR-WB encoding tasks are very similar. On
the other hand, DEFAULT disregards all task weight information and there-
fore the lighter AMR encoding tasks are favored over the AMR-WB encoding
tasks. This shows in the jitter histograms in the way that the AMR-WB jitter
is more spread out compared to the AMR jitter.

Since the system is running at a slight overload, the FIFO jitter his-
tograms are a bit spread out. However, FIFO doesn't care about the task
weights and the jitter histograms for both AMR-WB and AMR encodings
are practically speaking identical. The EDF scheduling algorithm takes task
weights into account and both AMR and AMR-WB encoding tasks have very
similarly shaped jitter histograms.

Table 6.3.2 shows packet loss number depending on the scheduler. Out of
the algorithms FIFO is clearly the simplest and therefore it's intuitive that
it has the lowest overhead and therefore the highest throughput. EDF has
the highest overhead and therefore most packet loss.

Simply looking at average packet loss amounts per second might not tell
the whole story. One scheduler characteristic is also how the packet loss is
distributed amongst the di�erent calls. Figure 6.7 shows the distribution of
packet loss amongst the di�erent calls. FIFO seems to distribute the packet
loss most evenly, with DEFAULT and CFS following after. EDF has clearly
a lot less even distribution of packet loss amongst the calls. It's unclear why
this is. One explanation can be that task migration in EDF makes a call
miss deadlines while other calls have more free capacity to use. Therefore,
unlucky calls that get migrated many times su�er in performance.
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Table 6.3: Packet loss per second depending on the scheduler when running
400 AMR and 400 AMR-WB encodings on 4 cores.

Algorithm Packet loss per second
DEFAULT 700
CFS 1000
FIFO 300
EDF 2400

6.3.3 Codecs with Di�erent Frame Time Lengths

To �nd out how the characteristics of the di�erent schedulers change when
there are transcoding tasks with di�erent frame time lengths, all schedulers
were measured using AMR and G723.1 encodings. The AMR calls had 20
ms frame time lengths and the G723.1 calls had 30 ms frame time lengths.
The computational costs (in CPU time) of both encodings are very similar.
The system was run at overload levels.

The jitter histograms for all schedulers can be seen in Figure 6.8. The
results are very similar compared to the previous cases. Both DEFAULT

and CFS show reasonably similar jitter histograms since both AMR and
G723.1 encoding tasks have similar task weights even if they have di�erent
frame times. Since the system is run at overload, the FIFO jitter histogram
spreads out considerably and the EDF jitter histograms are sharply shaped.

The packet loss amounts depending on the scheduler can be seen in Table
6.3.3. In previous cases FIFO has shown a higher throughput compared to
the other schedulers, but in this case FIFO seems to lose advantage. Still,
EDF has the worst throughput.

6.4 Further Research Ideas

Very simple tra�c models are being used in this work, both w.r.t. call cases
and network congestion. This seems to favor simple algorithms. It would
be interesting to see if more complex tra�c models would turn the situation
around. I.e. the call cases could have more diverse codec settings used even
if the amount of used codecs wouldn't be too many. Also the network could
have some realistic congestion, thus creating network jitter.

Furthermore, in this work, the e�ect of setting up and tearing down calls
is not taken into account. In reality calls are setup and tore down all the
time, especially when the network is crowded. The biggest problem with
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Table 6.4: Packet loss per second depending on the scheduler when running
800 AMR and 800 G.723.1 call encodings on 4 cores.

Algorithm Packet loss per second
DEFAULT 2500
CFS 2500
FIFO 2000
EDF 5500

this is that analysis of jitter graphs doesn't say much. PESQ (Perceptual
Evaluation of Speech Quality) could be used to analyze the output of the
system when running more complex tests.

If the speech frame timings would be measured on the feeder instead
of measuring them on the codec runner, the delay could be measured too.
However, this was left out from this work because it would require a non-
trivial amount of engineering work in order to not introduce new sources of
errors to the system. This may be cumbersome because outgoing network
tra�c has to be synchronized and scheduled too. Therefore it requires a
careful designing and tuning of the setup in order to see the actual task
scheduling impact instead of also observing the e�ect of network scheduling.

One obvious research idea would be to test more schedulers than what
were used here. LITMUSRT [9] is a patch-set for Linux that implements
such scheduling algorithms like ERfair scheduling. Also with the vanilla
Linux kernel clustered scheduling could be tested.

In this work, none of the calls were using Voice Activity Detection (VAD).
Using VAD the speech codec will detect frames that would contain mostly
silence and send instead a small packet characterizing the background noise.
This mode of operation is called Discontinued Transmission (DTX). Using
DTX the tests would furthermore be more realistic and possibly show di�er-
ences between the di�erent schedulers. E.g. CFS would not be able to tell
the di�erence between a packet loss and a DTX and therefore it would boost
the priority of that call regardless of which happened.

After the measurements were conducted, the initial author of the EDF
implementation on Linux, Juri Lelli, commented on a few further research
ideas. Namely, he mentioned verifying the migration behavior of the EDF
tasks by using partial clustering. Furthermore, he suggested to try out var-
ious overhead constants for the EDF tasks in order to �nd optimal values.
[29]
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(a) DEFAULT (b) CFS

(c) FIFO (d) EDF

Figure 6.4: Jitter histograms for DEFAULT, CFS, FIFO and EDF when
running 350 AMR encodings per core (i.e. high load). 1 core measurements
are shown with blue color and 4 core measurements with red color. Note the
logarithmic scale on the y-axis.
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(a) DEFAULT (b) CFS

(c) FIFO (d) EDF

Figure 6.5: Jitter histograms for DEFAULT, CFS, FIFO and EDF when
running 370 AMR encodings per core (i.e. overload). 1 core measurements
are shown with blue color and 4 core measurements with red color. Note the
logarithmic scale on the y-axis.
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(a) DEFAULT (b) CFS

(c) FIFO (d) EDF

Figure 6.6: Jitter histograms for DEFAULT, CFS, FIFO and EDF on 4 cores
when running simultaneously 400 AMR and 400 AMR-WB call encodings.
AMR jitter is shown with blue color and AMR-WB jitter with red color.
Note the logarithmic scale on the y-axis.
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(a) DEFAULT (b) CFS

(c) FIFO (d) EDF

Figure 6.7: Histograms of packet loss amounts for DEFAULT, CFS, FIFO
and EDF when running 400 AMR and 400 AMR-WB encodings on 4 cores.
Note the logarithmic scale on the x-axis.
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(a) DEFAULT (b) CFS

(c) FIFO (d) EDF

Figure 6.8: Jitter histograms for DEFAULT, CFS, FIFO and EDF on 4
cores when running simultaneously 800 AMR and 800 G.723.1 call encodings.
AMR jitter is shown with blue color and G.723.1 jitter with red color. Note
the logarithmic scale on the y-axis.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this work, task scheduling in network elements providing speech transcod-
ing to communication networks is considered. Theoretical analysis of the
problem scope shows that there is no single known optimal solution, but
all have trade-o�s. Today multicore platforms and their full utilization fur-
ther complicate things. Moreover, �eld-testing is required to prove that an
algorithm works in practice.

Using a prototype network setup, three di�erent scheduling algorithms are
measured in this work; CFS, FIFO and EDF. Furthermore, CFS is measured
using two di�erent settings; all transcoding tasks on nice level 0 (referred to
as the DEFAULT scheduling algorithm) and using transcoding task weights
to de�ne the nice level for each transcoding task. All four di�erent settings
are measured in three di�erent cases.

The measurements show that FIFO is throughput-wise superior compared
to the other schedulers analyzed. This is most likely explained partially by
the simplistic nature of the algorithm, but also because the measured cases
are rather simple and there were no substantial network jitter. In all cases the
jitter histograms of FIFO are very sharp (i.e. predictable and reliable jitter)
unless running at overload levels. At overload levels the system has to start
dropping packets and in that case the jitter histograms when running the
FIFO scheduling become rather unpredictable and deformed. When running
FIFO scheduling, the packet losses are distributed evenly amongst the calls,
in the conducted measurements.

As indicated by the measurements, the di�erence between DEFAULT and
CFS are very small. In practice, the only di�erence is that DEFAULT favors
light-weight tasks while CFS doesn't favor any task type, which aligns nicely
with the theory. Throughput-wise DEFAULT and CFS perform a bit worse
than FIFO, depending on the tra�c type. In all measured cases DEFAULT
and CFS have better throughput than EDF. The jitter histograms of both
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DEFAULT and CFS are very predictable. With low load they produce
sharply shaped jitter histograms, and when increasing the load they spread
out. At overload levels DEFAULT and CFS distribute packet losses less
evenly than FIFO and more evenly than EDF.

In these measurements EDF show the worst throughput in all of the mea-
sured cases. In contrary to FIFO, the jitter histograms when running the
EDF scheduler are a bit spread out at mediocre load levels, but at overload
they become very sharply shaped. This is because the EDF algorithm dis-
cards packets that are late in order to maintain predictable behavior. Some-
what surprisingly, in these measurements EDF drops packets most unfairly
distributed amongst calls. The reason might be migration of tasks from one
CPU core to another which frees resources for other calls, but has an impact
on the migrated task.

This work does not provide a complete answer to what scheduling algo-
rithm should be used in a network node o�ering speech transcoding. Further
research is suggested to achieve a more realistic setup to measure. Suggested
further research ideas include; using VAD and DTX, conducting measure-
ments on a separate network node, embedding call setup and tearing down
overheads and using PESQ for evaluation of the measurement data. More-
over, the ERfair scheduling algorithm is from a theoretical point-of-view suit-
able for scheduling of speech transcoding tasks and therefore it would be good
to include it in the tests.
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